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ABSTRACT
Promulgating the Manuscripts as an edited. translated and

published version leads to the dissemination of ancient Siddha Medical
knowledge. Accordingly the Central Council for Research in Ayurveda and
Siddha has given an elevation to the valuable branch of Siddha Toxicology
by adding to its credit the translated works of a Tamil book Senkamupi Vi~a
Vaithiyam-JOO published in English & Hindi. The original Tamil manuscript
of this book written by the great sage Siddhar Stuikemuni was published in
Tamil (1991). The distinctiveness of this book is that. it describes some
specific antidotes for various poisons ingested as well as for poisonous
stings of several toxic creatures and insect bites. This book also deals with
the therapeutic usage of drugs for many Chronic disorders such as Cancer.
Venereal diseases, Musculo skeletal diseases and Skin diseases. This is an
introductory article to encourage the Researchers to analyse the contents
of the book and validate the various antidotes by means of experimentation
so as to substantiate the extensive knowledge of Siddhars in an uncommon
field like Toxicology also.

Introduction
This book SankamuEi Vis« Vaithiyam-lOO was published initially from the

original manuscripts in Tamil, in the year 1991. Now it has been translated into
English and Hindi and is being published to fulfill the objectives of the Central
Council for Research in Ayurveda and Siddha by way of disseminating the ancient
knowledge of Siddha system. The author Seiikemuni is credited with many works
such as Setikemu ni-Atlt); Sesikemuni-Btlt); Sankamuni-200; Setikemu ni-Lti;
Setikemugi-B etc., Giving antidotes fo~snake bites, sting; of poisonous insects and
other types of poisoning was his specialty. Almost all his works describe treatment
for different types of poisoning. He has made use of all source materials, analyzed
their relative importance and has fully documented it in his book. His particular
interests are reflected in the chapters on snakebite and other poisonous stings. Here
in this paper an attempt has been made to review this book Setikemup] Vis«
Vaiththiyam-IOO.
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Overview
This book is an important work in Siddha medical system. Only after a thorough

analysis of the works of his predecessors and contemporaries did Sarikamupi make his
contribution of these valuable manuscripts. This he illustrated in his own words as follows.

Appathile Theraiyarthiip A~akiiyc Coppiir
Kiirappii Riimathevar Niilks] Tbiirum
Kii!!ipiir Ksruvtulekksm K8.I}~uCeythiir
Tberinthidsve Kumpemupi Aiyiir Niili!
Thirkkamu~ap Visanga! Elliim Thimthupoka
Varindhi~ave Kelikkamodu Naciya Maika!
M8.I}iManthira A vu~atha.rika!Vakaiyiiyc Coppiir.

Since his predecessors had written the facts in poetical verses with hidden meanings,
he has clearly taken pains to go through it, consult those learned contemporaries and wrote
his work in a very simple format. His entire book is in a poetical form but the language used
is very simple, which even a layman can understand

In the first part of the poem he describes the list of the raw materials, with the
required measurements, used for the preparation ofthe drug. Next, step-by-step explanation
about the preparation is given. Finally the indications, dose of the drug, adjuvant and the
diet restrictions are mentioned.

Antidotes

This book as the name indicates not only describes antidotes to poisonous stings and
insect bites but also gives details about the antidotes for eradicating the toxic effects ofthe
poisonous drugs consumed earlier. One of the important antidotes for snake venom is Vi;S'a
Ku~ori Kuzembu and another is Kslikksm, which are described in detail. Thorough scientific
evaluation on various aspects of these drugs is highly essential to prove the world the
validity of these drugs.

The author states, since the drug Visa Kudori Kuzembu is very powerful and potent
as a therapeutic agent, it may also cause certain reactions in the body. Hence He has narrated
all those possible reactions along with the methods for managing them.
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Kolladii Vekamulla Visa Kudiiri. ....
Kuzambinuda Kodumai Thannaik Kiirsvonniithu- -.. -- ---
Villada Vayir Agaththal Kandathanal
Mikavum Om Paccaricic Cor ril
Thullada Vellattin Palai U rric... .... - --

Cuda Cudave UI}~uVi!!iil Anaththalpokum.

Note: Normally the remedial drug for removal of poison is very strong. By consuming the
drug some may develop dysentery. In such a condition one must consume hot cooked raw
rice mixed in goat's milk.

Apinthsthoru Verrilaiyi!! tju!!or UIlJ.!1cJai
Apsitbthum Adiththu inthitjuviiy Arivu Ciiauhslzs
Psninthii 11aVennfril Idethtliiru Maiye.

Note: The tablet should be wrapped in a Vetrilai (Betel leaf - Piper betel) and consumed. In
case of giddiness it should be taken along with hot water.

Tackling chronic diseases and other disease conditions
This book also deals with drugs for many chronic illnesses such as Cancer, Venereal

diseases, Musculo-skeletal diseases and Skin diseases etc., In certain drugs he prescribes
various types of adjuvants to tackle different types of disease conditions. For example, the
drug Ghandi Rasa Meguku is indicated for all types of Skin diseases, Venereal diseases,
Nervous disorders, Musculo skeletal disorders, Gastro intestinal disorders etc., Even with
these drugs he anticipates possible reactions and develops the methods to counteract those
conditions.

Kiirethe Vaic Ciileik Kattith Thanal- ..-
Vi!!ave Avi!! Ve-!l!1eyNelli Kiiycciiru
Melek« ReJ}cJuNii! Muguketh Thfrum.

Note : If one develops stomatitis, one should mix ghee and the fruit juice of Nellikkiii
(Indian Gooseberry - Phyllanthus emblica), apply it on the scalp and then wash off. This
should be repeated for two days. Coarse rice cooked with water and milk to soft consistency
should be consumed.
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He also alters the adjuvants based on the constitution of the individuals. He has
narrated different modes of administration of the drugs for snake venom. When the person
is severely affected due to snakebite, two drops of the herbal juice of Si[uka!1Pilei (Aerva
Ianata) is instilled in the eye, ear and nose.

Uththama!!e Pi~inthifjuviiy Neyepsm Tha!!!!iI
Tharukiimal Vizi Onrukku lrandu Cottuc- -- ....
Cii[u Piginthu Naciyilum Ca[[e Vii[u
Marukiimal Ceviyilumiir Thivailai Vii[u
Mandai Kanda ViSa.IikalElliim Vaiicip Pokum... .. .
Viitha Udelorkkuth Thenil. -
Periththiduviiy Ilaiththa Udeidrkku Avi!! Neyyil.

Note: The people with Viitha constituency have to consume the drug with honey and those
with the predominance of Pitha have to consume it along with ghee.

Conclusion
In every stanza he has stated "Don. 'td reveal this to wicked people". This proves his

intention, that the benefit of the treatment should reach the common public through learned
people only having a positive attitude. By repeatedly stating this, he wanted to inculcate in
the practitioners mind a sense of responsibility for humanity and the need for maintaining
moral values.

The author appears to have done an extensive survey to collect the materials for his
book. The validity and safety of these drugs is yet to be proved by the Research personnel
by conducting suitable experiments on animal models satisfying the required Pharmacological
parameters.
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